Introduction The articles ARTICLES IN SERI 1 Mary B. Moser
Position of the article Use of the definite article 3.1. Non-specified position 3.2. Seated position 3.3. Lying or extended position 3.4. Erect position 3.5. Moving 3.6. Undefined Use of the indefinite article Use of the general article Notable omissions of the article 6.1. In relation to the tense-mode marker 6.2. In relation to the relative clause 6.3. In certain complex noun phrases 6.4. In relation to non-specific nouns 6.5. In relation to certain compound nouns 6.6. In certain construction indicating manner 6.7. In relation to the conjunction~ Use of the article with locative as demonstrative adjectives and pronouns Relation between definite articles and similar verbs 0. Numerous articles of three basic types are used in Seri to modify the noun phrase. The three types are: definite, indefinite, and general. The choice of definite article depends on the perceived position and on the number of the noun which it modifies. The indefinite article also agrees in number with the noun. The role of the noun phrase in the sentence is marked by word order; the article does not function to mark case.
1. The articles are listed below and then discussed in the following sections. 2. Nouns generally require an article, and the article follows the entire noun phrase. Thus the article may be separated from the head noun by a noun, an adjective, or a relative.clause (the main verb of which is always reduced to a nominalized form, although the relative clause may still contain a subordinate clause as in (5) below), or a series of such. 3. There are several definite articles and the choice of the article to be used seems to depend on the actual or perceived position of the noun, as well as the number of the noun. Some nouns may use only one of the positional articles since the position never changes. Some nouns may use any of the positional articles, depending on the position at the moment. Some nouns may use one or another depending on the meaning of the word in the particular context. In some·cases there seems to be some degree of speaker discretion involved in the decision as to the position of an object.
3.1. The definite article for non-specified position k? is used when the position of the noun is not evident physicall~or from the context of the story. The singular article has three allomorphs, k?, ki'? and 1 which are derived most easilr from the underlying form k? by the following rules: ?-+ ¢ / ___ ~, and ¢-. i I_ ?C. (The latter is a simplified version of ~ uch broader and very widely used i epenthesis rule.) The plural article is koi.
The following examples illustrate the use of the definite articl~ of non-specified position. 3.3. When the object is viewed as being in a lying or extended position, the definite article kom denoting this position must be used. The allomorphs kon and kon occur due to an m assimilation process in the language.
(26) kan6aa kom m-a-sfim // boat the perf-ca-pleasure
The boat is pr>etty. 
with-nom-write the imp-bring
Bring the penaiZ! 3.4. When the object is viewed as being in an erect position, the definite article kop/~ denoting this position must be used. The two allomorphs occur in free variation. The followi"ng examples illustrate the use of this article. This article occurs with some nouns which cannot be described as being erect, as examples (34)- (36) 3.5. When the object is viewed as moving or when the idea of 11 along 11 the object is intended, a definite article denoting movement must be used. There are several of these articles and the choice depends on the location of the object and the relative direction of the movement. These articles, which have been listed in Section 0 above, are repeated below. moving toward, close moving toward, distant moving away, close moving away, distant moving away, distant
The following examples illustrate the use of the definite articles denoting movement. 
DP-stand nom-go-decl
The yellow boat--corrrpared to the red boat, the yellow boat standing last--goes., i.e., The yellow boat followed the red boat. 3.6. The article 'lal< seems to be used with objects whose perimeters are ill-defined, e.g., the face, the back of a basket, the mouth, the stomach, the bottom of something, the back of the head, and with some locative expressions. The allomorph ak occurs when this article is preceded by a consonant. The following examples illustrate the use of this article. When the verb is negative, a definite noun phrase is often singular and contains the article so, thus adding emphasis to the negative statement. This is illustrated below. The article so is also used with nominalized verb forms which function as direct objects of negative verbs as illustrated below. 5. The two general articles are ?ak and ka?.
5.1. The article ?ak occurs with words which are used as labels for ideas or concepts. ---i1ie allomorph ak occurs following vowels. This article also occurs with nominalized verb forms referring to the idea of the action expressed by that particular verb. 
nom-neg-[be goodJ-decl
The killing of swordfish is also not a good thing. This article also occurs following the article ?ak when the latter is used with a nominalized verb. 
trans-asser-[neg=bring]-decl
He never brings anything when he aomes.
6. Certain noun phrases are not accompanied by articles. These are described below.
6.1. In a simple sentence of identification consisting of a noun phrase followed by a tense-mode marker, the noun phrase occurs without an article as example (95) illustrates. The article does occur in other types of simple construction, also illustrated in (95) . and ·(97) below. (97) xfmmee-ya II xfmmee s i-?maa-?a II
sardine-Q sardine a nom-[neg=be]-decl
Is it a sardine? It's not a sardine.
6.2. The use of the article distinguishes constructions in which a noun is modified by a possessor (possessive noun phrases) from constructions in which a noun is modified by a relative clause containing a possessive noun phrase coreferent to the noun which is modified by that relative clause. The article does not occur in the possessive noun phrase in the latter type of construction. These constructions are illustrated below. 
God's daughter (the sun) didn't die, it is said.
In noun phrases modified by a relative clause or clauses, the article does not generally occur after each coreferent noun or nominalized form (see examples (2) and (4) above), though it will be pointed out later that this generalization does not always hold true.
The forms i?yaa, inyaa, and yaa are either irregularly derived forms of the verb /-yaa/ 'own, have' and mean 'that which I/you/he own(s)', or arepossessedforms using the stem /-yaa/ in the sense of 'possession' and mean 'my/your/his possession'. They contrast with the plural forms which are regularly derived from the verb /-yaa/: 7-o-yaat, m-o-yaat, o-yaat meaning 'that which we/you/they own'. Regardless of the actual analysis, these phrases function as relative clauses and so do not take the article if they modify a noun. These forms indicate possession and are used with nouns that cannot take the possessive prefixes. See examples (101) and (102) Relative clauses as above and as in (103) below are apparently nonrestrictive and function as adjectives. 
emph-[be sad]
The man whose boat is bPoken is sad.
Sometimes the article occurs after the noun which is modified by a relative clause and, though it is not entirely clear that the analysis of these constructions is this simple, in these cases the relative clauses seem to be restrictive. This is illustrated by the following examples. 6.3. The article does not occur after the first noun phrase of a complex noun phrase consisting of two noun phrases, the first of which indicates the material of which the object described in the second noun phrase is made. emph-ca-enjoy
Your bZue denim skirt is pretty.
6.4. The article does not occur with non-spec1fic nouns, as illustrated below. John the water trans-DP-drink coffee also some trans-perf-drink The man whose boat is broken is sad.
6.6. The article does not occur with nouns which are used to describe the manner in which the action is done.
7. The article is used with certain locatives in expressions that receive a special stress. These expressions are used as demonstrative adjectives and take the place of the article. The definite article of non-specified position may not be used in this way. The articles denoting movement already contain a locative morpheme, as will be pointed out in Section 8, and so these receive only the stress. The following sentences illustrate these constructions. These expressions are also used as demonstrative pronouns and are used like the demonstrative pronouns ?ipfix 'this one', ?isaax 'these', .!l!x 'that one'' and taax 'those'. 8. There is a close phonological and semantical relationship between the definite articles and certain verbs. The following chart illustrates these relationships. The verbs are cited in the absolutive "subject" nominalized form. The articles denoting movement also correspond directly to two certain irregular verbs. The verb mo-kk-a (toward-nom-move) may or may not be used with a locative. The plural form is mo-kk-aa-t.
The verb ntf-k-a (away-nom-move) must be used with one of several locative morphemes; a common form is to ko ntf-kk-a (there [3 ref]
away-nom-move). The plural form is nt1-kk-aat.
Since the nominalized form above is the form always used in lieu of a relative clause when the subject of the relative clause is coreferential with the noun that the relative clause is modifying, it seems probable that the definite article is historically related to the corresponding verb. This thesis is also supported by the fact that the position of the article in respect to the noun also corresponds to the position of a relative clause (the nominalized verb form) in respect to the noun; they both occur after the noun. The rule governing the choice of article would be similar and historically identical to that governing the choice of verb of position or movement, whether the verb serves as a main predicate or in a relative clause. Square brackets are used to enclose a gloss containing more than one word. =joins a gloss of more than one word when the Seri form is complex. / marks division between clauses. // marks division between sentences. Hyphens mark morpheme boundaries. The following abbreviations are used:
